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Introduction

We work together at Middlesex University as subject liaison librarians, and were lucky enough to attend this year’s LILAC conference at the University of Cambridge. We decided that it would be interesting to combine our reflections in a collaborative report, and when considering a focus for this, we saw we had both independently signed up for a number of sessions incorporating non-traditional methods and formats, such as podcasting, cartooning and audiobooks. So, we decided to take the theme of audio-visual learning as the starting point for our conference report.

Moreover, we were keen for the format of our output to align with our content, so rather than submitting a written report, what follows is an audio-visual report comprising a discussion of our conference experiences, a photo diary and an artwork, where we reflect on our impressions, highlights and key takeaways from the 2023 event.

Audio Files

For transcripts, please see Appendices.

- Discussion of LILAC 2023 (mp3 link).
- Discussion of artwork by Alan Wheeler (mp3 link).

Artwork by Alan Wheeler


Figure 1: painting detail. Photo by Alan Wheeler. Link.
**Figure 2**: painting detail. Photo by Alan Wheeler. [Link](#).
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**Figure 3**: painting detail. Photo by Alan Wheeler. [Link](#).
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Figure 4: full view of painting. Photo by Alan Wheeler. Link.
Figure 5: full view of painting. Photo by Alan Wheeler. Link.
**Figure 6**: painting detail. Photo by Alan Wheeler. [Link](#).
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**Figure 7**: angled view. Photo by Alan Wheeler. [Link](#).
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Figure 8: angled partial view. Photo by Alan Wheeler. Link.

Photo diary from the 2023 LILAC Conference

Figure 9: Model of the future of academic librarianship made out of Lego at the 2023 LILAC conference. Photo by Lauren Dolman. Link.
Figure 10: Photo of a poster presentation at the 2023 LILAC conference. Photo by Lauren Dolman. Link.

Figure 11: Photo of an origami dragon on the bookshelves of the Haddon Library, taken during the 2023 LILAC conference. Photo by Lauren Dolman. Link.
Figure 12: Photo of the opening plenary session of the LILAC 2023 conference. Photo by Lauren Dolman. Link.

Figure 13: Photo from 'Cartooning the Library' workshop at the LILAC 2023 conference. Photo by Lauren Dolman. Link.
Appendix 1

Transcript of Alan and Lauren discussing their experiences at LILAC 2023.

Alan
Okay. Hello, everybody. My name is Alan Wheeler. I'm one of the librarians who attended LILAC, and my colleague is…

Lauren
Lauren Dolman. I also work with Alan—we both work at Middlesex University.

Alan
We've decided to do a LILAC report, but to do it through audio-visual medium rather than doing a more traditional sort of text report. So me and Lauren have decided to have a conversation covering the three days. Lauren was at all three days. I was only at the middle day, so some of this is going to be me asking her questions and some of it will be, you know, the reverse. Then some of it will be us having a chat, we have we have some things that we want to talk about, but we'll see where it goes because we haven't planned everything out. The first question is very much me saying to Lauren, how was the first day?

Lauren
So, it was my first LILAC. I'd been to the online version in the 2021 festival, and I'd really enjoyed that and I'd got a lot out of it, and actually taken some things into my practice, based some sessions around it, and just generally been inspired and kind of innovated and sort of geared-up for the coming academic year. So I was really keen to go along in person and
experience a kind of multi-sensory version, rather than just sitting in front of a screen, and I really enjoyed it. I was a bit, I guess, a bit nervous about being there on my own without you, Al, on the first day, and not really necessarily knowing anyone, but once I turned up there were in fact some people who I did my library MA with and some other people who I had just come across their writing or their talking or their emails. So I felt pretty comfortable quite quickly, and just the range of presentations, workshops, networking events felt like a good mix and, you know, ways to engage with it in different ways, however you were comfortable.

Alan
It is different. I mean, I understand why we tried doing it all online rather than not doing it at all during the pandemic, but it is fundamentally a different experience doing it in person, right?

Lauren
Yeah, absolutely. And, I was thinking, you know, we thought when we saw the programme, oh, there's lots of things going on about audio-visual methods. And so let's kind of home in on those. And then, of course, we're going to present those in an audio-visual way. But actually, being at the conference is a very audio-visual experience, right. You're listening to talks. You're seeing people face to face. You're interacting with them. You're bouncing off people's body language, people's cues, the way you interact at an event or whatever. So the form and the content seem to be nicely streamlined.

Alan
Good. What was what was the keynote about on day one?

Lauren
So we had the new professionals panel on day one, which I think what I really came away from it with was the kind of sense of freshness of voice among the new professionals who were in different roles. One speaker was at a school library, others were at academic libraries, either in managerial posts or as subject librarians. But, yeah, as I said, they really brought some of the ideas that I think they probably took from their studies and then had applied them. So there was that kind of inspirational thinking about, well, one of the things I picked up was because even though we're focusing on audio-visual methods, there were links all over the place. And even though this talk wasn't specifically meeting those themes directly, one of the speakers, Naomi Smith, was talking about in the work she does, decolonising and critical race studies, talking about the authority of voice and the authority of text, and how some of her work is about recognising the authority of non-written sources, maybe oral sources, so I thought immediately— ding! —there's a theme there. And that kind of did come across about how much we value different knowledge forms and that seemed like a little bit of a theme that ran through different talks for me and something that I'm really interested in and would be interested to get into in other ways, especially if you're presenting them in different ways too. If you're talking about oral forms, or, you know, if you're looking at visual sources.

Alan
This stuff is the sort of thing that we've been talking about and thinking about for a while. And so, the second day I—I actually turned up late on the first day evening—but the second day was when myself and Coco did our Lego Serious Play workshop first thing, so I'm just going to talk a little bit about that.

So, Lego Serious Play is a methodology that I use a lot in my practice. It's a methodology that's been around in different forms now for about 25 years and basically you know the central or
principal tenet of it is quite straightforward. You get people to build their ideas using Lego bricks. There's a few rules attached to it and a bit of etiquette as well, and the role of the facilitator has an impact, but at its simplest, it's tapping into creativity that I think all people have, the desire to make things with our hands. So what I do at LILAC with my friend Coco was try to pair Lego Serious Play with the idea of a journal club. So we got people to read a journal article in advance and then discuss that article using the principles of Lego Serious Play. So they built their responses to the article itself, and then we did a discussion on that. And it was—it was interesting.

Lauren
Yeah. How did it go?

Alan
I think it went well. I mean, it's up to the people themselves, obviously, to really say that, but they were a brilliant group, I have to say, and I was—thank you—if you're listening to this and you were in the group, thank you so much for being just generally a bit amazing, I thought, because, well, there is a kind of perfect Lego Serious Play group, which is just the ideal mix of creativity and spontaneity and openness, and it also really helps if people if people stick to time, and it really helps if they stop building when I tell them to stop building! And this group was brilliant at actually stopping when I asked them to. It sounds silly, but it is actually quite important.

Lauren
Following instructions—a very, very valuable quality!

Alan
It really does help with a with a Lego Serious Play session, so, yeah. I mean from mine and Coco's perspective, it was great. If you were in the in the workshop and you want to get back to us about that then obviously, you know, please do. But we hope you got something out of it, and you know I'm a big advocate for the methodology.

Lauren
I mean, I could see the sort of ideas that you touched upon, and that I know we've talked about before in your in your Lego Series Play practice, kind of reflected in some of the other stuff we went to that day, like, I thought, Laura from Huddersfield's drawing session, where we were talking about drawing as a way to explore what students are coming to the university during inductions, how they felt, what preconceptions they had. I thought that was a really interesting thing to come out of that session. I was expecting it just to be, well, this is a kind of fun way to engage students and, you know, tell them how late the library is open or whatever. Actually, what she said most surprised her, and what I thought, what I really took away from it, was that it was a way to engage with the "whole student", in inverted commas, and that kind of holistic and well-being agenda. And ways that libraries can get involved in student belonging, and the whole move towards, how can we help retention and what's our role in that? And actually I thought it was just so fascinating how she was talking about when students come to university we kind of throw all this stuff at them, you know, look at these resources, look at these amazing electronic resources that you didn't have before. And look at this huge library and look at all these books and look at all these people. And actually we're talking on a different track than they were potentially expecting, or maybe hoping for, and we're kind of on two different pathways. And using a method like that, and maybe Lego too, is a way to actually tap into what these students, or whoever your user group are, what they're coming to your session with.
Alan
It slows the experience down. There is a natural rhythm to it, which is slower than us telling a group things, and the reflective stuff and the sharing of the reflective stuff is a huge part of that, and I got the distinct impression that was a huge part of the drawing sessions as well.

Lauren
Yeah.

Alan
Because you're in control of what you decide to share. You share something, but you're very much in in charge of what you decide to share with the group. And I think that's huge.

Lauren
Yeah, it's quite powerful.

Alan
Yeah, I think that's really important.

Lauren
Anything else from that day?

Alan
We should mention the night out! I mean, one thing that I want to absolutely shout out is everybody who danced to Dolly Parton's 9 to 5. Hats off to you, because I think you're marvellous.

Lauren
Yeah, real highlight!

Alan
That looked like so much fun. But yeah, so, that, and it was a nice meal, and it was really nice to bump into people—shout out to Catherine and Viv especially, who I haven't seen for a million years, and it was lovely because I didn't know they were going to be there, which is always, you know, makes it extra nice, when you don't know people are gonna be places. So, final day?

Lauren
Final day—we had some great sessions, some great practical tips from colleagues at Maastricht University who talked about designing materials and gave us some takeaway things. Regina Everett at University of East London gave a really enthusiastic, effervescent, charismatic talk about pivoting through the last three years that we've all had and how we've had to change our practice at the drop of a hat. And that was really nice to be on the other side of that, because it was quite a shared experience, even though we were all siloed, you know, we were all basically at home doing all this. So it was really nice to come together as a group to hear her experience and to find parallels with that, and think about how we've learned from it and the things that we've learned from it and that we've taken from it and that make for a better service and that, now, felt quite positive. So it was really great.
Alan
Good. Yeah, I think that was all we were going to say, pretty much. One of the things towards the end of my day of being there was certainly the podcasting thing with Jane Secker and the guys that were part of that, because I've been flirting with the idea of a podcast seemingly for the last ten years and just not done it. And they were very much—when someone asks the question, how do you start?—they were like, you just start. You start and you're terrible at it and you don't know what you're doing, and then you get better.

Lauren
Much as we've done today.

Alan
Pretty much like we've done today, and like we tell students quite often when they're starting any assignment or any activity, just be terrible at it at first. But it's still better than not doing it at all.

Lauren
Just build, right?

Alan
Yeah, just build. Don't think, just build. So I am maybe going to take the podcast idea away, and I hope some other people in the room were as well, because it definitely felt, at the end of that, like I could do it. You just need an angle. You can't do it on just anything. There has to be a hook, and that came through loud and clear. You need something to make the podcast: you need a format. They talked quite a lot about the importance of the format, and certainly most of my favourite podcasts all have a very clear format. They play with it a little bit, but having a good format is a tremendous starting point. So, anything else you want to add to finish off?

Lauren
No, just I guess a big thank you to the LILAC Committee for organising it. I thought it was seamlessly run…

Alan
It was brilliantly organised.

Lauren
…and to all the delegates for being so friendly and making it such a really nice way to spend three days, which will hopefully have ramifications and inspirations for the coming year.

Alan
Yeah. Thank you. Yeah, I'd like to echo what Lauren said there. Not that I've been to badly organised conferences in the past, you understand, but when you go to one that's really well organised, you don't even notice what people are doing, you know, when it's running so well, you're not even aware that people are there helping you. That's a great plus. And hopefully we'll do this again sometime and maybe see some of you next year.

Lauren
Bye for now.
Appendix 2

Transcript of Alan discussing the painting he produced as a reflection on his Lego Serious Play workshop.

Hi everyone. So, this little clip I've put together to accompany the painting that I painted to describe my thoughts and my reflection on the Lego Series Play workshop that myself and Coco facilitated at LILAC. I've never done anything like this before, just to be clear. I do paint, but I've never painted, and then described in a conference report, anything like this before. But I had the idea and thought, I'm gonna go with the idea. I'm using this as a different way to provide reflection on something that was certainly an interesting experiment, because we'd never used Lego Serious Play in that particular way before, we'd never used it by combining it with the idea of a journal club.

So all these elements are new, which is what made it exciting and interesting. The painting that you can see images of attached to this audio is me attempting to describe what happened in the actual room and this sort of art that I've done in the past, I've never really—I've never described it. In fact, I always let people—there is always a meaning behind it, but I let people bring their meaning to the pictures, which is often more interesting than my original meaning. But this particular painting, with the criss-crosses of lines and the actual colour scheme itself, to me represents what happened in the room.

So, to explain in a little bit more detail what the colours are about and what the actual lines represent. The heavily coloured lines, the actual thin strips which are predominantly blues and greens, to me represent the idea of actual creativity and the ideas and the builds flying around the room.

The elements where it criss-crosses over which have the very highly coloured red, orange, and yellow section, they represent the two ideas interacting or intersecting and becoming something different. Sometimes, the creativity that happens in Lego Series Play workshops—in fact, often—it's chaotic. Which is one of the reasons why I enjoy doing it so much. It is controlled chaos, but the idea of, you know, two ideas smacking up against each other is often one of the things that I find most interesting about those workshops, and then how people react to those criss-crossings of ideas.

The paler colours which lie outside those kinda represent the ideas that didn't fully form, which is why they're paler and more nebulous and less defined. Because often what happens in Lego workshops is that ideas will come and go, but not become, you know, the main focus of what people are making, so those are the ideas that kind of didn't fully form.

There's one other area that I'd like to draw your attention to. At one point, the idea developed of "the corner of doom", and the corner of doom represented different troublesome elements that are going on in academic librarianship, and amongst those I remember distinctly are the idea of burnout and lack of finances, so the vaguely triangular section in one corner, which is predominantly dominated by different browns and black, that represents what participants came up with in that moment, which is the corner of doom. I hope that makes sense. I've never really presented a reflection via a painting before, but I really enjoyed doing it, so hopefully I will do something similar again, and thank you to LILAC again for being open to these different ways of presenting reflections and presenting reports because it is a kind of leap of faith doing things this way, so myself and Lauren really appreciate the faith that people will hopefully get something out of this different way of presenting reflection and ideas. Thank you.